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a b s t r a c t 

The ignition characteristics of lean primary reference fuel (PRF)/air/exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) mix- 

ture under reactivity-controlled compression ignition (RCCI) and direct duel fuel stratification (DDFS) con- 

ditions are investigated by 2-D direct numerical simulations (DNSs) with a 116-species reduced chemistry 

of the PRF oxidation. The 2-D DNSs of the DDFS combustion are performed by varying the injection tim- 

ing of iso -octane ( i -C 8 H 18 ) with a pseudo- iso -octane (PC 8 H 18 ) model together with a novel compression 

heating model to account for the compression heating and expansion cooling effects of the piston motion 

in an engine cylinder. The PC 8 H 18 model is newly developed to mimic the timing, duration, and cooling 

effects of the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 onto a premixed background charge of PRF/air/EGR mixture with 

composition inhomogeneities. It is found that the RCCI combustion exhibits a very high peak heat re- 

lease rate (HRR) with a short combustion duration due to the predominance of the spontaneous ignition 

mode of combustion. However, the DDFS combustion has much lower peak HRR and longer combus- 

tion duration regardless of the fuel injection timing compared to those of the RCCI combustion, which 

is primarily attributed to the sequential injection of i -C 8 H 18 . It is also found that the ignition delay of 

the DDFS combustion features a non-monotonic behavior with increasing fuel-injection timing due to 

the different effect of fuel evaporation on the low-, intermediate-, and high-temperature chemistry of 

the PRF oxidation. The budget and Damköhler number analyses verify that although a mixed combustion 

mode of deflagration and spontaneous ignition exists during the early phase of the DDFS combustion, the 

spontaneous ignition becomes predominant during the main combustion, and hence, the spread-out of 

heat release rate in the DDFS combustion is mainly governed by the direct injection process of i -C 8 H 18 . 

Finally, a misfire is observed for the DDFS combustion when the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 occurs during 

the intermediate-temperature chemistry (ITC) regime between the first- and second-stage ignition. This is 

because the temperature drop induced by the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 impedes the main ITC reactions, 

and hence, the main combustion fails to occur. 
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1. Introduction 

A homogeneous-charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine has 

widely been investigated as one of the low-temperature combus- 

tion engines because it can provide better thermal efficiency and 

lower NO x and soot emissions than the conventional CI and SI 

engines [1–4] . Despite its promising advantages over the conven- 

tional IC engines, the development of its prototype has not been 

so successful because several critical problems still remain to be 

solved such as mitigating excessive pressure rise rate (PRR) and 

controlling ignition timing under high-load operation conditions. 

To overcome these difficulties, many modifications to HCCI engines 

have been made in the engine community [1–7] . 
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Nomenclature 

DNS direct numerical simulation 

PRF primary reference fuel 

EGR exhaust gas recirculation 

HCCI homogeneous-charge compression ignition (HCCI) 

RCCI reactivity-controlled compression ignition 

DDFS direct duel fuel stratification 

PPC partially premixed combustion 

GCI gasoline compression ignition 

HRR heat release rate 

LTC low-temperature chemistry 

ITC intermediate-temperature chemistry 

HTC high-temperature chemistry 

LTHR low-temperature heat release 

°CA degrees of crank angle 

TDC top dead center 

BTDC before the top dead center 

ATDC after the top dead center 

IMEP indicated mean effective pressure 

RPM revolutions per minute 

PC 8 H 18 pseudo- iso -octane 

t inj injection timing 

t dur injection duration 

τ ig ignition delay time 

Recently, reactivity-controlled compression ignition (RCCI) com- 

bustion has emerged as one of the most compelling alternatives to 

HCCI combustion because it exhibits a better controllability of the 

combustion process without sacrificing the benefits of HCCI com- 

bustion: high-thermal efficiency, improved fuel consumption, and 

ultra-low pollutant emissions [5–7] . For the RCCI combustion, two 

different fuels with opposite auto-ignition characteristics are sup- 

plied into the engine cylinder to control the combustion process. 

Low-reactivity fuel is first supplied through port injection to pro- 

duce well-premixed charge of fuel and oxidizer, which is then fol- 

lowed by one or more direct injections of high-reactivity fuel to 

generate spatial inhomogeneities in reactivity and equivalence ra- 

tio of the charge. By adjusting the mass ratio of two fuels and the 

timing/duration of direct injection of high-reactivity fuel, we can 

achieve a fast-response control of the ignition timing and duration 

of the RCCI combustion [6,7] . 

Under high-load conditions, however, we cannot take full ad- 

vantage of the RCCI combustion because it becomes more like an 

HCCI combustion. As the load increases, the RCCI ignition delay is 

prone to decrease. To compensate for this, the supply of direct- 

injected high-reactivity fuel needs to be reduced and ultimately, it 

vanishes when the load becomes high enough. At this point, we 

may lose the control of the combustion phasing and process of the 

RCCI combustion. Moreover, since the port-injected low-reactivity 

fuel is usually well-premixed with oxidizer and hence, the overall 

combustion can occur by volumetric auto-ignition, similar to the 

HCCI combustion. 

A remedy for extending the high-load limit of the RCCI combus- 

tion is to increase the resistance-to-autoignition quality of the low- 

reactivity fuel by replacing gasoline with much lower-reactivity 

fuel such as ethanol [8,9] and natural gas [10] . At high load, the 

high-reactivity fuel just serves as an ignition source to initiate the 

start of combustion while most of the heat release comes from 

low-reactivity fuel. As such, this method can offer a robust con- 

trol of the combustion phasing with good combustion stability 

[11,12] . 

Another approach for expanding the operation range to a higher 

load and avoiding excessive premixing of the charge of the RCCI 

combustion is to stratify both fuels by directly injecting gasoline 

and diesel into the engine cylinder [12–16] . This method allows 

more flexible controllability of the in-cylinder reactivity distribu- 

tion of the two fuels. Kavuri et al. elucidated the characteristics 

of the RCCI combustion using direct injection of both gasoline and 

diesel fuels at high load and compared its performance with gaso- 

line compression ignition (GCI) combustion [16] . They found that 

both RCCI and GCI combustion have similar overall combustion 

characteristics with a near top dead center (TDC) injection; how- 

ever, the RCCI combustion has better control of the combustion 

phasing than GCI combustion. Lim et al. studied numerically the 

RCCI combustion with dual direct injections of iso -octane and n - 

heptane under high-load conditions [12] . They showed that the 

RCCI combustion can achieve very-high gross thermal efficiency of 

48.7% with 21 bar gross indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) 

by an optimal injection strategy compared to 47 ∼ 48% efficiency 

with up to 16 bar gross IMEP in a boosted HCCI engine using E10 

fuel (a 10% ethanol and 90% gasoline blend) [17] . 

More recently, Wissink and Reitz demonstrated that compared 

to the RCCI combustion, direct dual fuel stratification (DDFS) 

combustion is more effective in distributing HRR and reducing PRR 

at high-load conditions [13–15] . The DDFS combustion combines 

the high thermal efficiency of the RCCI combustion with the high 

load capability of partially premixed combustion (PPC) while re- 

ducing exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) rate, noise, and combustion 

instabilities. In the DDFS combustion, the start of the heat release 

is controlled by the direct injection of diesel while the peak and 

duration of the heat release are governed by near-TDC gasoline 

injection. Similar to the RCCI combustion, in particular, the DDFS 

combustion utilizes an early injection of gasoline to form premixed 

background charge, followed by direct injection of diesel to gener- 

ate some degrees of reactivity and equivalence ratio stratification. 

These two injections are designed to control the start of the main 

combustion occurring at about −10 °CA after the TDC (ATDC). 

Inspired by the PPC, the DDFS combustion utilizes high-pressure 

direct injection of gasoline right before the TDC (BTDC). As such, 

DDFS combustion can achieve a capability to independently 

control ignition timing and combustion duration by combining 

reactivity stratification with diffusion-limited gasoline injection 

[13–15] . However, the effect of the timing of the late gasoline 

injection on the combustion process of both fuel stratification is 

not well-understood. 

In previous direct numerical simulation (DNS) studies, the ig- 

nition characteristics of HCCI [18–28] , SCCI [29–34] , and RCCI 

[35,36] combustion have been investigated at constant volume. In 

real IC engines, however, the combustion process is highly affected 

by both the compression heating before TDC and the expansion 

cooling after the TDC by the piston motion. Moreover, two-stage 

ignition fuels such as diesel, primary reference fuel (PRF), and 

dimethyl ether (DME) exhibit a significant amount of radical build- 

up resulting from low-temperature heat release (LTHR) during the 

compression stroke at temperature below about 850 K [4] . The 

LTHR from the first-stage ignition can increase in-cylinder temper- 

ature by about 10–20 K, which can cause the main combustion to 

occur earlier. Recently, the effects of compression heating and ex- 

pansion cooling were considered in several DNS studies by adopt- 

ing compression heating models [37–40] . 

In previous DNS studies of HCCI combustion, it was assumed 

that all of the multiple injections are finished to save computa- 

tional cost. With the assumption, DNSs were then set up with ap- 

propriate initial fields with equivalence ratio and/or concentration 

inhomogeneities to account for the degree of in-cylinder stratifica- 

tion in fuel/air mixture induced by direct injections. Different de- 

grees of initial fuel/air mixture inhomogeneities were imposed to 

account for variations in the timing/duration of late direct injec- 

tions. Based on this approach, Zhang et al. numerically investigated 
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the effect of split fuel injection on HRR and pollutant emissions 

of PRF70/air/EGR mixtures in a PPC engine [40] . The initial fields 

were initialized by assuming that the first/second injection forms 

a slight/high fuel inhomogeneity. 2-D DNSs started with such ini- 

tial fields after the end of the second fuel injection, 10 °CA BTDC 

[40] . A similar technique was used in a multi-zone based study for 

RCCI combustion [41] . For multiple injection strategies, however, 

the previous approach is not capable of reproducing the timing and 

duration of a late direct injection, especially for cases in which the 

remaining fuel may be injected into an undergoing reacting charge 

as in [13–15] . 

Therefore, the objective of the present study is two-fold: (i) to 

develop a pseudo- iso -octane model to mimic the timing and du- 

ration of the late direct injection, and (ii) to investigate the ef- 

fect of the late-direct-injection timing on the combustion process 

of n -heptane/ iso -octane/air mixture with inhomogeneities in both 

fuels using 2-D DNSs. The effect of the compression heating and 

expansion cooling by the piston motion is also taken into account 

by adopting a novel compression heating model. Note that DNSs 

of the ignition of hydrocarbon/air mixtures with composition in- 

homogenities under high pressure conditions, which incorporate 

some practical models such as the compression heating and fuel 

injection models, can provide unprecedented data sets to under- 

stand its fundamental combustion characteristics and to ultimately 

develop and validate novel turbulence and combustion models. 

2. Model development 

2.1. Compression heating model 

The reciprocating motion of the piston causes compression 

heating and expansion cooling of the charge within the engine 

cylinder. As such, it is of importance to capture the effects of the 

compression heating before the TDC on the unburned mixture be- 

cause the pressure and temperature rise during the induction pe- 

riod can have a significant influence on the low-temperature chem- 

istry and radical accumulation. Likewise, the temperature drop due 

to expansion cooling should also be considered because it has a 

profound effect on the accurate prediction of incomplete combus- 

tion and formation of unburned hydrocarbons. While the fixed 

mesh flow solver used in the present study allows for a high order 

of numerical accuracy, it does not provide a straightforward way 

to account for the effects of moving boundaries such as the piston 

motion. 

There have been several studies [37–39,42,43] in which the ef- 

fects of pressure change were incorporated through the use of ad- 

ditional source terms in the governing equations instead of moving 

the meshes or varying the volume of the computational domain. 

Following this approach, we add additional source terms to the 

governing equations. These terms inject/remove mass, momentum, 

and energy to mimic the effects of compression and expansion. 

Our formulation for the source terms ensures that the thermody- 

namic pressure of the system is varied without introducing any 

variations in the local hydrodynamic pressure, as the latter would 

unphysically affect the development of the turbulent flow. More 

specifically, the compression heating model in [39] was adopted 

not only to account for volume change due to the piston motion 

but also to match an experimental pressure trace of a fired engine. 

As such, the thermodynamic pressure in their DNSs [39] followed 

the imposed pressure trace. In the present study, however, the 

compression heating model is used only to reproduce a motored 

pressure trace of an experimental engine and hence, the pressure 

rise due to combustion is allowed to evolve on its own. The for- 

mulation of the mass source terms is similar to that presented in 

[39] but it is repeated here for convenience. 

The chamber volume of an internal combustion engine can be 

determined using the slider-crank relation [44] . Based on that, 

close to the TDC, the motored pressure trace can be approximated 

by: 

P m 

(t) = P 0 , m 

[
1 + g 2 π2 (t − t 0 ) 

2 

t 2 c 

]−n 

, (1) 

where P 0,m 

is the motored TDC pressure, t c is the time taken for 

one crank rotation, t 0 is the time at the TDC and g is a model 

factor to account for the crank slider geometry. The experimen- 

tal pressure trace from Wissink et al. [13] is used to calibrate the 

geometry factor in Eq. (1) and obtain the analytical expression for 

the motored pressure trace. 

To include the effects of the pressure change due to the pis- 

ton motion, the DNS governing equations need to be modified with 

appropriate mass source term, along with the corresponding mo- 

mentum and energy source terms. The fully compressible Navier–

Stokes equations: continuity, momentum, total energy, and species 

continuity equations are solved in conservative form with detailed 

chemistry, 

∂ρ

∂t 
= −∂ρu i 

∂x i 
+ 

˙ m 

∂ρu i 

∂t 
= −∂ρu i u j 

∂x j 
− ∂P 

∂x i 
+ 

∂τi j 

∂x j 
+ 

˙ m u i (2) 

∂ρe t 

∂t 
= −∂ρe t u j 

∂x j 
− ∂P u j 

∂x j 
+ 

∂(τi j · u i ) 

∂x j 
− ∂q j 

∂x j 
+ 

˙ m e t 

∂ρY k 
∂t 

= −∂ρY k u j 

∂x j 
− ∂ J k, j 

∂x j 
+ ω k + 

˙ m Y k 

where ρ is the density, u i are the Cartesian velocity components, 

P is pressure, Y k is the species mass fraction of the k -th species 

and ω k is its reaction rate, τ ij is the viscous stress tensor given 

by τi j = μ( 
∂u i 
∂x j 

+ 

∂u j 
∂x i 

− 2 
3 δi j 

∂u l 
∂x l 

) . The total specific energy is given 

by e t = u i u i / 2 + h − P/ρ and the heat flux vector is given by q i = 

−λ ∂T 
∂x i 

+ 	k h k J k,i . The species diffusive flux is computed through a 

mixture averaged formulation based on a form of Fick’s law, J k,i = 

−ρD k 
∂Y k 
∂x i 

− ρD k Y k 
M 

∂M 

∂x i 
where M is the mixture-averaged molecular 

weight and D k is a mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient [45,46] . 

Nitrogen is used as the bath gas, i.e. the diffusion flux of nitrogen 

balances the sum of the diffusion fluxes for the other species in 

order to ensure that the net diffusion flux is zero. 

The ideal gas equation of state is used such that 

P (x , t) = P t (t) + p(x , t) = ρRT , (3) 

where P t = P̄ is the thermodynamic pressure of the domain, p is 

the local hydrodynamic pressure and R is the specific gas con- 

stant. The thermodynamic pressure change due to the piston mo- 

tion, dP m 

/ dt , is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to 

time. The local mass source term that needs to be added is then 

given by: 

˙ m = 

ρ

P 

dP m 

dt 
. (4) 

The compression heating model adopted in the present study has 

an improved feature compared to those used in the previous stud- 

ies [37,38,42,43] . The previous models used a mass source term 

which is uniform across all grid points regardless of the presence 

of temperature and equivalence ratio inhomogeneities. Such a uni- 

form mass source term may induce pressure disturbance in the 

domain. The mass source term in the present model is, therefore, 

not uniform across the domain, but rather depends on local den- 

sity as seen from the relation of Eq. (4) . As such, the thermody- 

namic pressure varies uniformly across the domain to ensure that 
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Fig. 1. Experimental and modeled motored-pressure history as a function of crank 

angle degrees ( °CA). Experimental motored-pressure trace is taken from experiment 

by Wissink and Reitz [13] operating at 1300 RPM and p in = 1.84 atm. 

Table 1 

Engine specifications [13] and key parameters of the DNS cases. RPM, °CA ATDC, 

and EGR denote revolutions per minute, degrees of crank-angle after the top dead 

center, and exhaust gas recirculation, respectively. 

Relevant engine parameters 

Ratio of connecting-rod length to crank radius 3.17 

Compression ratio 14.88:1 

Intake pressure 1.84 (atm) 

Engine speed 1300 (RPM) 

Parameters at initial conditions 

Initial crack angle −25 ( °CA ATDC) 

Initial mean temperature, T 0 735 (K) 

Initial temperature fluctuation, T ′ 20 (K) 

Initial mean pressure, P 0 35 (atm) 

EGR mass fraction 40% 

EGR compositions (in mass fraction) 19% CO 2 , 8% H 2 O, and 73% N 2 

RCCI 

Initial mean equivalence ratio, φ0 0.60 

Initial mean PRF number, PRF 0 PRF70 

DDFS 

Initial mean equivalence ratio before injection 0.41 

Initial mean PRF number before injection PRF55 

Mean equivalence ratio after injection 0.60 

Mean PRF number after injection PRF70 

Sweep of injection timing, t inj −25 to 2.3 ( °CA ATDC) 

Effective injection duration, t dur 0.8 (ms) 

the original hydrodynamics pressure distribution is retained, and 

no steep thermodynamic pressure gradients are created. Figure 1 

shows the modeled motored-pressure trace that perfectly matches 

the experimental one without any noticeable discrepancies in the 

time duration of interest considered in the present study. The rel- 

evant engine parameters taken from [13] are listed in Table 1 with 

the compression ratio, intake pressure, and engine speed of 14.88, 

1.84 atm, and 1300 rpm, respectively. 

2.2. Pseudo-iso-octane model 

In this section, the development of a pseudo- iso -octane (de- 

noted as PC 8 H 18 ) model capable of resembling multiple direct 

injections is discussed. The PC 8 H 18 model is then used to study 

the influence of late injection of iso -octane on the ignition charac- 

teristics of PRF/air/EGR mixture under DDFS conditions. 

As in the DDFS combustion [13–15] , the initial mixture field is 

primarily composed of a uniform iso -octane/air mixture represen- 

tative of a well-mixed charge resulting from very early gasoline in- 

jection. A stratified n -heptane composition is then superimposed 

to mimic the second injection, which corresponds to the direct in- 

jection of diesel fuel. The injection of the diesel fuel occurs prior 

to the TDC with insufficient time for complete mixing. Therefore, 

the composition inhomogeneities of the diesel fuel is to be ex- 

pected. In addition, there is very little reactivity and heat release 

during the diesel injection event, which allows the diesel stratifica- 

Fig. 2. Temporal evolutions of the mass fraction of i -C 8 H 18 , PC 8 H 18 , and n -C 7 H 16 , 

temperature, and heat release rate of the 0-D ignition for Case 3 with and without 

reaction. The initial pressure, temperature, and t inj are 35 atm, 735 K, and −25 °CA 

ATDC, respectively. The effective injection duration, t dur , is approximately 0.8 ms. 

tion to be represented through the initial condition. The last injec- 

tion event is the gasoline direct injection close to the TDC, during 

which combustion and heat release have already commenced. In- 

jecting nascent fuel into the system in the presence of significant 

heat release is especially challenging in a direct numerical simu- 

lation. This can lead to strong pressure variations and scalar gra- 

dients that cannot be handled by the dissipation free numerical 

methods used in the present study. 

In this section, we develop the PC 8 H 18 model to simulate the 

effects of the late injection of gasoline with a two-step process. As 

a part of the initial condition, stratified iso -octane composition is 

added to the mixture field, using a pseudo- iso -octane molecule . 

The chemical species, PC 8 H 18 , that forms a stratified mixture field 

is non-reactive during the initial phases of the simulation. Once 

the simulation has advanced close to the TDC, the PC 8 H 18 species 

is converted to the usual reactive iso -octane species, i -C 8 H 18 . This 

introduces reactive iso -octane in the system at the appropriate 

juncture when gasoline injection is needed. The consumption of 

PC 8 H 18 and its conversion to reactive i -C 8 H 18 occurs through a 

source term, which resembles a Gaussian function in time. The 

form of the Gaussian conversion function is chosen to achieve the 

desired timing and duration, t inj and t dur , of gasoline injection. This 

conversion step allows the effects of gasoline injection during ac- 

tive combustion to be simulated without numerical instability is- 

sues. While all the thermochemical and transport properties of the 

PC 8 H 18 are chosen to identically match those of i -C 8 H 18 , the en- 

thalpy of formation of PC 8 H 18 is chosen to be lower than i -C 8 H 18 . 

This difference in the enthalpy of formation causes a drop in tem- 

perature, thereby allowing the simulations to also account for the 

temperature drop due to the latent heat of evaporation of direct 

gasoline fuel injection. 

In summary, the underlying idea behind the PC 8 H 18 model is 

that at the beginning, PC 8 H 18 is initialized with other fuels ( n - 

heptane + iso -octane), and acts as an inert gas. At a specific time, 

so-called t inj , PC 8 H 18 is gradually converted to real iso -octane for 

a given time duration of t dur to participate in the combustion pro- 

cess. The process of converting PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 is representative 

of the late direct injection of gasoline [13] . For illustration, Fig. 2 

shows that PC 8 H 18 starts to be converted to i -C 8 H 18 via the Gaus- 

sian function at t inj of −25 °CA ATDC. The effective injection dura- 

tion or the conversion time of PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 , t dur , of 0.8 ms is 

chosen as in [13] for all the DDFS cases in the present study. 

3. Numerical methods and initial conditions 

The Sandia DNS code, S3D, is used to solve the fully com- 

pressible governing equations in Eq. (2) [46] . A fourth-order ex- 

plicit Runge-Kutta method [47] for time integration and an eighth- 

order central differencing scheme for spatial discretization [48] are 

adopted. A tenth-order filter is also applied to remove any spuri- 
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Table 2 

Mean mole, x , of n -C 7 H 16 , PC 8 H 18 , and i -C 8 H 18 in RCCI 

and DDFS cases. Both n -C 7 H 16 and PC 8 H 18 fields are ini- 

tialized by x = x + x ′ , where x of 0.324, and x ′ of 0.1 

represent the mean value and variance, respectively. 

Composition RCCI DDFS Distribution 

n -C 7 H 16 0.324 0.324 Inhomogeneous 

PC 8 H 18 – 0.324 Inhomogeneous 

i -C 8 H 18 0.676 0.352 Homogeneous 

PRF 0 PRF70 PRF70 

ous high-wavenumber fluctuations in the solution. CHEMKIN and 

TRANSPORT software libraries [49,50] are linked with S3D to cal- 

culate reaction rates and thermodynamic and mixture-averaged 

transport properties. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in 

all directions of the fixed computational domain. For details of the 

numerical methods, readers are referred to [46] . 

A 116-species reduced mechanism for PRF oxidation [23] is 

adopted to simulate the RCCI/DDFS combustion [13] . PRF is a mix- 

ture of n -heptane and iso -octane, which have widely been used as 

a realistic surrogate for high- and low-reactivity fuels, diesel and 

gasoline, respectively. The reduced mechanism was developed from 

the LLNL detailed chemistry with 874 species and 3796 elemen- 

tary reactions for DNSs of HCCI combustion [51,52] . The reduced 

mechanism was validated under a wide range of PRF composi- 

tion, pressure, and temperature conditions. Details of the reduced 

and skeletal mechanisms for PRF oxidation can be found in [23] . 

The stiffness removal technique was adopted to remove any chem- 

ical timescales shorter than 10 ns [53] . PC 8 H 18 is incorporated into 

the 116-species mechanism [23] , forming a 117-species mechanism. 

Note that except the difference in the number of species, the 117- 

species mechanism has the same features as the 116-species mech- 

anism because PC 8 H 18 is a non-reactive species and just acts as 

an inert gas. Note that for RANS-based engine simulations, several 

compact-size reduced PRF mechanisms such as 32 species with 55 

reactions [54] , 41 species with 130 reactions [55] , and 73 species 

with 296 reactions reduced mechanisms [56] have been developed 

considering a trade-off between the computational efficiency and 

the mechanism accuracy. 

The relevant engine specifications and the physical and nu- 

merical parameters for DNSs are summarized in Tables 1–3 . To 

save computational cost, all the simulations (Cases 1–8) start at 

−25 °CA ATDC, at which the injection of n -heptane is assumed to 

be already finished. Based on the motored pressure trace with an 

intake pressure of 1.84 atm as shown in Fig. 1 , the mean pressure, 

P 0 , at −25 °CA ATDC is set to be 35 atm. The initial mean temper- 

ature, T 0 of 735 K, mean equivalence ratio, φ0 of 0.60, and mean 

fuel, PRF 0 of PRF70, are chosen for all DNSs except for Case 1 with 

φ0 of 0.41 and PRF 0 of PRF55. Note that in Case 1, the conversion 

process of PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 does not occur, and hence, its overall 

Fig. 3. Temporal evolutions of the pressure and the HRR of the 0-D ignition for 

Cases 1 and 2 with the initial pressure of 35 atm and temperature of 735 K. The 

dot line represents the modeled motored-pressure trace. 

equivalence ratio is much lower than those of the other cases. To 

reduce excessive HRR, EGR is added to the initial PRF/air mixture. 

In the present study, the composition of EGR is assumed to be 

the complete combustion products of stoichiometric PRF70/air 

mixture [37] , which composes of 19% CO 2 , 8% H 2 O, and 73% N 2 

by mass. The EGR ratio is defined as the mass fraction of EGR in 

the fuel/air/EGR mixture. As in [13] , a dilution level of 40% mass 

fraction of EGR is used for all cases. The temperature of EGR is 

assumed to be the same as that of the reactants. 

Six DDFS cases (Cases 3–8 in Table 3 ) are simulated by vary- 

ing the injection timing of the late iso -octane direct injection, t inj , 

ranging from − 25 to 2.3 °CA ATDC. For the DDFS cases, both PC 8 H 18 

and n -heptane are initialized so that they are inhomogeneously su- 

perimposed onto a uniform i -C 8 H 18 /(air + EGR) field (see Table 2 ). 

More specifically, both n -C 7 H 16 and PC 8 H 18 fields are initialized by 

x = x + x ′ , where x denotes mole of either n -C 7 H 16 or PC 8 H 18 , and 

x of 0.324, and x ′ of 0.1 represent the mean value and variance, 

respectively. At a given time, t inj , during the simulation, PC 8 H 18 is 

gradually converted into i -C 8 H 18 to account for the late injection 

process of i -C 8 H 18 . Note that the DNSs of Cases 3–8 are restarted 

from Case 1 at each t inj to reduce the computational cost and min- 

imize the effects of different initial scalar and turbulence fields. 

To make a direct comparison between the DDFS and RCCI com- 

bustion, a representative case of RCCI combustion (Case 2) is sim- 

ulated. Unlike the DDFS cases with both n -heptane and i -C 8 H 18 

fluctuations (Cases 3–7), only n -heptane concentration fluctuation 

is generated for Case 2. As listed in Table 2 , n -C 7 H 16 field is ini- 

tialized by x = x + x ′ , superimposed onto a uniform i -C 8 H 18 /(air + 

EGR) field. Due to the inhomogeneities in the n -heptane field, the 

fluctuation in the reactivity (PRF) and equivalence ratio can be at- 

tained. 

Figure 3 shows the temporal evolutions of the pressure and 

HRR for 0-D ignition of Case 1 (PRF55, φ0 = 0.41), and Case 2 

Table 3 

Physical parameters of the eight 2-D DNS cases. For all 2-D DNS cases, l e = l Te = l n −C7H16e 

= l P8H18e = 1.2 mm, u ′ = 0.4 m/s, and τ t = 3.0 m/s. Note that Case 1 is a baseline (BL) 

case in which PC 8 H 18 is not converted into i -C 8 H 18 . t inj and τ 0 
ig 

denote the injection 

timing and the 0-D ignition delay time, respectively. τ ig represents the time at which 

the maximum mean HRR occurs for both 0-D and 2-D simulations and the superscript 

0 denotes 0-D simulation. Case 8 has no τ 0 
ig 

due to misfire. 

Case Type t inj φ0 PRF 0 φ′ PRF ′ T ′ τ 0 
ig 

(ms or °CA ATDC) (K) (ms) 

1 BL − 0.41 55 0.07 9.7 20 3.4 

2 RCCI − 0.60 70 0.07 7.7 20 3.2 

3 DDFS 0.0 ( −25.0) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 4.7 

4 DDFS 1.0 ( −17.2) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 3.6 

5 DDFS 2.5 ( −5.5) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 3.5 

6 DDFS 3.0 ( −1.6) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 3.6 

7 DDFS 3.5 ( + 2.3) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 3.8 

8 DDFS 2.0 ( −9.4) 0.60 70 0.10 8.3 20 −
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Fig. 4. Initial φ and PRF fields for n -C 7 H 16 inhomogeneities only before the injec- 

tion of i -C 8 H 18 (top) and both n -C 7 H 16 and PC 8 H 18 inhomogeneities after the injec- 

tion of i -C 8 H 18 (bottom). 

(PRF70, φ0 = 0.60). The corresponding 0-D ignition delays of Cases 

1 & 2 are approximately 3.4 and 3.2 ms, respectively. Henceforth, 

τ ig represents the time at which the maximum mean HRR occurs 

for both 0-D and 2-D simulations and the superscript 0 denotes 

0-D simulation. Based on the first-stage ignition delay time, τ 0 
ig , 1 

, 

of Case 1, the injection timing of i -C 8 H 18 is chosen such that for 

Cases 3–4, it occurs prior to the beginning of the first-stage igni- 

tion, while for Cases 5–8, the injection of i -C 8 H 18 occurs after the 

end of the first-stage ignition. 

As in [19,21,26,28–30,35,43,57–60] , the initial turbulent flow 

field is prescribed by an isotropic kinetic energy spectrum func- 

tion of Passot and Pouquet [61] . Initial fuel concentration and tem- 

perature fields are also generated by the same energy spectrum 

with different random numbers. For all DNSs, the most energetic 

length scale, l e , of 1.2 mm is chosen. The characteristic length scale 

of the concentration and temperature fields is selected identical to 

l e . Turbulence intensity, u ′ , of 0.4 is deliberately selected to ensure 

that the turbulence time scale, τ t = l e / u 
′ = 3.0 ms, is equivalent to 

τ 0 
ig 

in a real HCCI engine. Due to the identical characteristic length 

scales and comparable time scales for turbulence and scalar fields, 

most effective turbulent mixing of the initial mixture can be ex- 

pected in the present study [20,22] . The representative isocontours 

of initial fields of φ and PRF are shown in Fig. 4 for Cases 3–8. 

Wang and Rutland [62] found that at the end of the evapo- 

ration process, (i) the difference in temperature field is approxi- 

mately 100 K, (ii) φ distribution is within a range of 0.1–0.9, and 

(iii) temperature is inversely proportional to φ due to the fuel 

evaporation cooling effect. These results are also consistent with 

recent experimental findings [63–66] . Following the previous re- 

sults, temperature and concentration fluctuation RMS, T ′ , and x ′ are 

chosen as 20 K and 0.1, respectively, such that similar ranges of T 

and φ distributions can be obtained as shown in Fig. 4 . In addi- 

tion, n -heptane concentration is initialized to be negatively corre- 

lated with temperature. Inhomogeneities of n -C 7 H 16 and/or i -C 8 H 18 

concentration, in turn, lead to inhomogeneities in the reactivity 

and equivalence ratio. The corresponding equivalence ratio and PRF 

fluctuation for each case are listed in Table 3 . Since diesel and 

gasoline fuels are direct-injected by two separate injectors at dif- 

ferent times, the initial fields of n -C 7 H 16 and PC 8 H 18 are intention- 

ally generated to be unconnected as shown in Fig. 5 a. 

Fig. 5. Initial distributions of (a) the mass fractions of n -heptane and psuedo- iso - 

octane, Y n −C7H16 –Y PC8H18 , (b) T –Y n −C7H16 , and (c) T –φ and T –PRF, and (d) the distri- 

butions of T − φ and T –PRF after the injection of i -C 8 H 18 for Cases 3–8. 

The scatter plots in Fig. 5 demonstrate the relations of 

uncorrelated Y n −C7H16 –Y PC8H18 , negatively-correlated T –Y n −C7H16 , 

negatively-correlated T –φ, and T –PRF distribution before and after 

the i -C 8 H 18 injection. As can be seen, without the late injection of 

i -C 8 H 18 , local variations in the PRF number, equivalence ratio, and 

temperature are connected to each other, which is quantitatively 

similar to those of a real RCCI engine; however, there is virtually 

no correlation between T and PRF after the injection of i -C 8 H 18 . As 

such, the DDFS combustion can be more effective in controlling the 

reactivity distribution by adjusting the timing/duration/amount of 

the late i -C 8 H 18 injection. 

The same mean mole fraction of n -C 7 H 16 and PC 8 H 18 is inten- 

tionally selected (see Table 2 ), and hence, the temperature drop by 

the latent heat of evaporation from the direct injection of either 

n -C 7 H 16 or i -C 8 H 18 is likely to be the same. Therefore, a differ- 

ence in the enthalpy of formations of PC 8 H 18 and i -C 8 H 18 is chosen 

equal to 90,0 0 0 erg/mole. This results in a temperature-drop field 

(see Fig. 6 b), which accounts for the evaporation cooling effect of 

i -C 8 H 18 injection. The corresponding variance of the temperature 

drop is approximately 19.2 K. As shown in Fig. 6 , the range of each 

temperature field is nearly the same as approximately 100 K. 

A 2-D computational domain of 3.2 × 3.2 mm 

2 with 1280 ×
1280 grids points was used for all DNSs. The corresponding grid 

resolution is 2.5 μm. This fine grid resolution is needed to resolve 

thin flame structures at high pressure. The DNSs were performed 

on Shaheen, a 36 rack Cray XC40 system, at King Abdullah Uni- 

versity of Science and Technology (KAUST). Each of the DNSs con- 

sumed approximately 0.3 million CPU-hours. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Overall combustion characteristics 

In this section, the effects of t inj on the combustion characteris- 

tics of the DDFS combustion (Cases 3–7) are investigated by exam- 

ining and comparing the temporal evolutions of the mean pressure 

and the mean HRR with those of the RCCI combustion (Case 2) as 

shown in Fig. 7 . Several points are to be noted. First, it is readily 

observed from the figure that Cases 3–7 (DDFS combustion) ex- 

hibit much lower peak HRR and longer combustion duration than 

Case 2 (RCCI combustion) and its corresponding 0-D ignition. This 

is primarily attributed to elongated combustion by the sequential 

conversion of PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 in the DDFS combustion. 

Despite the presence of the reactivity inhomogeneity in Case 2, 

however, an excessive HRR occurs due to a very short combustion 

duration similar to the 0-D ignition. This is mainly because the ig- 

nition delay decreases exponentially with increasing pressure dur- 
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Fig. 6. Isocontours of (a) initial PC 8 H 18 field, (b) its corresponding T drop field ( T ′ = 19.2 K) after the conversion of PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 for Cases 3–8, and (c) initial temperature 

field with T ′ = 20 K for all Cases 1–8. 

Fig. 7. Temporal evolutions of the mean pressure and the mean HRR for Cases 1–7 (top), and the mean HRR during the first-stage ignition (bottom). During the first-stage 

ignition, the temporal evolutions of the mean HRR for Cases 6 ad 7 are identical to that of Case 1. 

ing the compression stroke [67] , which eventually removes the dif- 

ferences in the ignition delays of local fuel/air mixtures in Case 2. 

As such, the RCCI combustion is more likely to occur by the spon- 

taneous ignition mode of combustion rather than the deflagration 

mode as in the conventional HCCI combustion [39] . In addition, the 

uncontrolled HRR of Case 2 implies that under very high-pressure 

condition by the intake boosting as in the present study, an al- 

ternative fuel-delivery method like the DDFS should be utilized to 

alleviate such an excessive HRR. Note that for Case 1, the conver- 

sion process of PC 8 H 18 to i -C 8 H 18 does not proceed, and hence, its 

overall equivalence ratio is much lower than those of other cases, 

leading to the lowest peak HRR. In addition, the widely-distributed 

HRR in Case 1 is due to the slowdown of the high-temperature 

chemistry (HTC) of the PRF oxidation under such extremely-diluted 

conditions as Case 1 with φ0 = 0.41 and 40% EGR [68] . 

Second, the overall DDFS combustion is delayed compared to 

the RCCI combustion regardless of the injection timing, t inj . This 

can simply be understood by the effects of the late delivery of iso - 

octane and subsequent evaporating cooling on the DDFS combus- 

tion. Moreover, it is also observed that the ignition delay, τ ig , of 

Cases 3–7 features a non-monotonic behavior with increasing t inj : 

i.e. τ ig first decreases from t inj = 0 to 1.0 ms; it increases from t inj 

= 1.0 to 2.5 ms; it decreases again from t inj = 2.5 to 3.0 ms; fi- 

nally, it increases a little bit from t inj = 3.0 to 3.5 ms. This non- 

monotonic behavior of τ ig is also attributed to the evaporation 

cooling effect of directly-injected i -C 8 H 18 together with its injec- 

tion timing relative to the first- and second-stage ignition of the 

baseline case (Case 1). Prior to examining the DNS cases, it should 

be noted that a misfire occurs for Case 8 with t inj = 2.0 ms be- 

cause the temperature drop by the injection of i -C 8 H 18 prohibits 

the occurrence of the main combustion at the right moment. This 

issue will be discussed in the following section. 

For Case 3, the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 is finished much ear- 

lier than the onset of the first-stage ignition of the baseline case. 

Therefore, the drop of temperature and pressure by the evapora- 

tion cooling of i -C 8 H 18 (i.e. �T ≈ 54 K and �P t ≈ 2.8 atm at 

the end of i -C 8 H 18 injection) is large enough to delay the occur- 

rence of the first-stage ignition, thereby retarding the main com- 

bustion significantly. For Case 4, however, i -C 8 H 18 is gradually sup- 

plied during the early stage of the first-stage ignition as shown in 

Fig. 7 c, and hence, the drop of temperature and pressure becomes 

marginal (i.e. �T ≈ 24 K and �P t ≈ 1.3 atm), which consequently 

delays the main combustion to a small extent compared to that of 

Case 3. 

On the contrary, the ignitions of Cases 5–7 exhibit differ- 

ent characteristics compared to those of Cases 3 and 4 due to 

t inj greater than τ ig, 1 of the baseline case. The injection of i - 

C 8 H 18 for Case 5 starts at t inj = 2.5 ms ( −5.5 °CA ATDC). At 
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Fig. 8. Temporal evolutions of the mean mass fraction of the fuels, temperature, and HRR (left), and important minor species (right) for Cases 5 (top) and 7 (bottom). In 

order to display in the same scale, the mean mass fractions of H 2 O 2 , OH, and HO 2 species are increased by a factor of 8, 100, and 100, respectively. 

this moment, the temperatures of local mixtures are in the range 

of 930 to 946 K (not shown here) which corresponds to the 

intermediate-temperature chemistry (ITC) regime of the PRF oxi- 

dation [34,36,51,52] . For Cases 6 and 7, the PC 8 H 18 conversion to 

i -C 8 H 18 starts at 3.0 and 3.5 ms, respectively, at which the tem- 

perature range of local mixtures (e.g., 1050 ≤ T ≤ 1270 for Case 

7) corresponds to the HTC regime. Therefore, the i -C 8 H 18 injection 

comes to affect the ITC for Case 5 and the HTC for Cases 6 and 7, 

respectively. 

More specifically, the overall combustion of Case 5 is more de- 

layed than those of Cases 6 and 7 due to the adverse effect of 

temperature drop on the ITC. This is manifested in the retardation 

of the main ITC reactions: H + O 2 + M → HO 2 (R1), RH + HO 2 

→ R + H 2 O 2 (R2), and H 2 O 2 + M → OH + OH + M (R3), where 

RH represents a fuel molecule. In general, the hydrogen peroxide 

decomposition reaction of R3, which is one of the key reactions 

to initiate the HTC in the second-stage ignition, becomes active 

above approximately 10 0 0 K [69,70] , and hence, the mixtures need 

a longer time to overcome the temperature drop and render the 

HTC to start. 

To verify the effect of temperature drop on the ITC and HTC 

of Cases 5 and 7, the temporal evolutions of the mean mass 

fractions of fuel and important minor species are shown in Fig. 8 

together with those of the mean temperature and HRR. It is 

readily observed from the figure that for Case 5, the mass fraction 

of i -C 8 H 18 , Y i −C8H18 , increases right after the conversion of PC 8 H 18 

to i -C 8 H 18 and then, decreases while Y H2O2 also keeps increasing 

till the start of the second-stage ignition. For Case 7, however, 

Y i −C8H18 keeps decreasing even after the i -C 8 H 18 injection and 

Y H2O2 almost vanishes prior to the i -C 8 H 18 injection. These results 

demonstrate that for Case 5, the temperature drop by the i -C 8 H 18 

injection retards the decomposition and consumption of i -C 8 H 18 

and prohibits the H 2 O 2 decomposition, consequently delaying the 

beginning of the high-temperature heat release (HTHR). Moreover, 

they also indicate that for Case 7, the effect of temperature drop 

on the HTC is marginal because under the HTC regime, the in- 

jected i -C 8 H 18 immediately converts into small fragments, down 

to CH 2 O, HCO, H 2 O 2 , HO 2 , and CO due to highly active HTC and 

hence, the HTHR easily overcomes the temperature drop induced 

by i -C 8 H 18 injection. 

Third, unlike Cases 3–5 in which the ignition characteristics 

such as the ignition timing and combustion duration are not well 

controlled by the injection of i -C 8 H 18 , the main combustion in 

Cases 6 and 7 occurs right after the beginning of the i -C 8 H 18 injec- 

tion. As explained above, the fuel/air charge in Cases 6 and 7 has 

already undergone the HTC regime before the injection of i -C 8 H 18 . 

Under the HTC regime, the injected i -C 8 H 18 burns immediately, 

and hence, the consumption of i -C 8 H 18 coincides with the produc- 

tion of heat. As such, the injection rate of i -C 8 H 18 directly controls 

the consumption rate of i -C 8 H 18 , which in turn governs the rate 

and peak of heat release of the main combustion. These results are 

consistent with those in Wissink and Reitz [13,14] . They demon- 

strated that the DDFS combustion is controlled by the mixing of 

the directly-injected fuel, which is referred to as ‘diffusion-limited 

injection’. The timing and duration of the diffusion-limited injec- 

tion allows a precise control of the HRR and PRR of the DDFS com- 

bustion. They also found that the late direct fuel injection should 

start after the end of the LTHR to fully utilize the advantage of the 

diffusion-limited injection while the t inj also needs to be adjusted 

by considering a trade-off between NO x and soot emissions. 

In summary, the DDFS combustion can be used as an alterna- 

tive to HCCI combustion under very high-pressure conditions be- 

cause it can effectively control the ignition timing and alleviate the 

peak HRR by adjusting the injection timing. Furthermore, the DDFS 

combustion can precisely control the occurrence of the main com- 

bustion especially when the direct injection of fuel starts during 

the HTC regime. 

4.2. Combustion mode analysis 

In previous studies [21,71] , it was found that as the degree of 

thermal inhomogeneity of the fuel/air charge increases at the on- 
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Fig. 9. Temporal evolutions of the mean temperature fluctuation RMS and the 

mean temperature gradient for Cases 1–7. 

set of the main combustion, the overall combustion is more likely 

to occur by the deflagration mode of combustion, which in turn 

reduces the peak HRR by slowing down the overall combustion 

process and prolonging the combustion duration. In addition, it 

was also found that the negatively-correlated T − φ distribution 

in the mixture has an adverse effect on the HCCI combustion be- 

cause the evaporation cooling effect of direct fuel injection offsets 

that of mixture inhomogeneity by narrowing the differences in the 

ignition delays of local fuel/air mixtures with different reactivity, 

consequently leading to a shorter combustion duration and an ex- 

cessive HRR [23,33,38,71–73] . Recently, Bansal et al. [38] demon- 

strated that the HCCI combustion with compression heating is 

more apt to occur by the spontaneous ignition mode than that un- 

der constant volume because the compression heating tends to re- 

duce temperature gradients before the main combustion. 

As one of the variants of the HCCI combustion, therefore, the 

DDFS combustion has both advantages and disadvantages over the 

HCCI combustion in developing the deflagration mode of combus- 

tion. To investigate the effects of the late injection of i -C 8 H 18 into 

the burning charge on the DDFS combustion mode, therefore, we 

first measure the degree of thermal inhomogeneity by evaluating 

the temporal evolutions of the temperature variance, T ′ , and the 

mean temperature gradient, | ∇T |, for Cases 1–7 as shown in Fig. 9 . 

It is readily observed that both of T ′ and | ∇T | almost vanish af- 

ter each first-stage ignition of Cases 3–7. Such small T ′ and | ∇T | 

prior to the main combustion are more apt to induce the sponta- 

neous ignition fronts with a short combustion duration like Case 

2. Therefore, the predominance of the spontaneous ignition mode 

may be expected for all the DDFS cases. 

To further investigate the characteristics of instantaneous DDFS 

combustion mode, the isocontours of normalized HRR for Cases 1–

3, 5, and 7 at different times of 15%, 40%, 50%, and 80% cumula- 

tive mean HRR are shown in Fig. 10 . As shown in the figure, the 

instantaneous RCCI combustion of Case 1 and 2 seems to occur al- 

most simultaneously throughout the entire domain by the spon- 

taneous ignition mode. For the DDFS combustion of Cases 3 and 

5, however, strong heat release occurs in several thin flame-like 

fronts while weak heat is also released in broad regions during the 

early phase of combustion (up to 50% CHRR time). During the later 

phase of combustion, most heat seems to be released in thicker 

regions by the spontaneous ignition mode. These results suggest 

that the spontaneous ignition mode can be predominant for the 

RCCI combustion while a mixed mode of combustion seems to oc- 

cur in the DDFS combustion (Cases 3 and 5). Unlike Cases 3 and 

5, however, the combustion of Case 7 seems to occur over a broad 

area by the spontaneous ignition mode. 

To figure out whether the local thin reaction fronts in Case 5 

are a deflagration wave or not, a budget analysis is carried out by 

comparing the relative magnitudes of reaction and diffusion terms 

of a given species equation as in [24,38,39,74] . For the analysis, CO 

radical is adopted because it is one of the most important species 

in a deflagration wave via its conversion reaction to CO 2 (i.e. CO + 

OH → CO 2 + H) [34,36,51,52,70] . Figure 11 shows the isocontours 

of the normalized HRR and the scatter plot and several cut plots of 

the reaction and diffusion rates of CO at 40% CHRR time. 

As shown in the scatter plot of Fig. 11 b, the reaction terms gen- 

erally have much greater absolute values than the diffusion terms, 

which implies that the DDFS combustion of Case 5 occurs primar- 

ily by the spontaneous ignition mode rather than the deflagration 

mode. However, the peak HRR coincides with the peak diffusion 

and reaction rates of CO species, which also corresponds with the 

thin reaction fronts in Fig. 11 a. This is one of the characteristics of 

a deflagration wave, suggesting that the thin reaction fronts can be 

a deflagration wave. Note that in the diffusive limit of 1-D laminar 

simulations, where the diffusive limit represents deflagration wave 

propagation without auto-ignition [19,22,60] , the reaction term of 

CO is 2–4 times greater that its diffusion term. This is because al- 

though the reaction front propagates under the diffusive limit, the 

mixture upstream of the front is already highly reactive, and thus, 

the reaction term is somewhat larger than the diffusion term. 

The local cut plots of the reaction fronts verify their character- 

istics as a deflagration wave. As readily observed in the cut plots 

of A, B, and D in Fig. 11 , the absolute values of diffusion rates are 

comparable to the reaction rates, considering their relative magni- 

tudes in the diffusive limit. This indicates that the reaction fronts 

of A, B, and D are representative of a deflagration wave. Note that 

the combustion wave at cut C results from a mergence of two 

deflagration waves, and as such, the reaction term is significantly 

greater than the diffusion term. 

Finally, the Damköhler number analysis is performed to quan- 

titatively evaluate the deflagration mode of combustion. The 

Damköhler number, Da , is defined as [19–23,33–35] : 

Da = 

˙ ω k 

| − ∇ · (ρY k V k ) | , (5) 

where Y k , V k , and ˙ ω k denote the mass fraction, diffusion velocity, 

and net production rate of species k , respectively. Y c ≡ Y rmCO 2 
+ Y CO 

is used for the Damköhler number analysis. As mentioned above 

and in previous studies [19,21,33–35] , Da value in the diffusive 

limit is found to be approximately 4.0 through a series of 1-D lam- 

inar simulations of which initial conditions are the same as those 

of the 2-D DNSs. As such, local combustion is determined to occur 

by the deflagration mode when its Da is less than 4.0. 

Figure 12 shows the temporal evolutions of the fraction of HRR 

from the deflagration mode for Cases 1–7. It is readily observed 

that up to 30% of heat is released in the deflagration mode be- 

tween the first- and second-stage ignition. During the main com- 

bustion, however, most of heat release occurs in the spontaneous 

ignition mode. As a result, the total heat release from the deflagra- 
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Fig. 10. Isocontours of normalized HRR for Cases 1–3, 5, and 7 (from left to right) at times of 15% (first row), 40% (second row), 50% (third row) and 80% (last row) 

cumulative heat release rate (CHRR). 

Fig. 11. (a) Isocontours of normalized HRR, (b) scatter plot of temperature versus reaction and diffusion rates of CO colored by normalized HRR for Case 5 at 4.5 ms (40% 

cumulative HRR), and (A)–(D) spatial profiles of reaction and diffusion rates of CO along each cut line in (a). 
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Fig. 12. Temporal evolutions of the fraction of HRR from the deflagration mode and 

the mean HRR for Cases 1–7. 

tion mode for Cases 3 and 5 is approximately 5.5% while those for 

other Cases are less than 3%. 

In summary, the budget analysis and the Damköhler number 

analysis verify that although a mixed combustion mode of both de- 

flagration and spontaneous ignition exists during the early phase of 

the DDFS combustion (Cases 5 and 7), the spontaneous ignition is 

the dominant combustion mode for both DDFS and RCCI combus- 

tion. These results suggest that the spread-out of the HRR in the 

DDFS combustion is attributed not to the deflagration but to the 

sequential injection of i -C 8 H 18 . 

4.3. Misfire 

As mentioned earlier, a misfire occurs for Case 8 with t inj = 

2.0 ms. It is also found from a series of 0-D simulations that a 

misfire occurs for the DDFS combustion with t inj = 1.3 ∼ 2.2 ms. 

It seems that the misfire may occur due to the large temperature 

drop by the late i -C 8 H 18 injection. To verify the temperature drop 

effect on the misfire, therefore, one additional 2-D DNS (Case 9) 

is carried out. The initial conditions for Cases 8 and 9 with t inj 

= 2.0 ms are identical except for the degree of temperature drop 

by the late i -C 8 H 18 injection. The temperature drop by the i -C 8 H 18 

injection in Case 9 is set to a half of those of other DDFS cases 

(Cases 3–8), which is realized by changing the difference in the en- 

thalpy of formations of i -C 8 H 18 and PC 8 H 18 from 90,0 0 0 to 45,0 0 0 

erg/mole. 

Figure 13 shows the temporal evolutions of the mean pressure 

and temperature, and the maximum temperature, T max , together 

with the mean HRR and the mean mass fraction of some important 

species for Cases 8 and 9. As readily observed in the figure, the 

second-stage ignition for Case 8 fails to occur while it successfully 

occurs for Case 9. The misfire for Case 8 is primarily attributed 

to the effect of the large temperature drop by i -C 8 H 18 evaporation 

on the combustion together with the expansion cooling effect after 

the TDC. The temporal evolution of the maximum T max reveals that 

for Case 9, T max increases gradually up to 10 0 0 K at 3.6 ms (3 °CA 

ATDC) and the main combustion commences afterwards. For Case 

8, however, T max remains nearly the same as approximately 970 K 

Fig. 13. Temporal evolutions of (a) the mean pressure, the mean temperature, the 

mean HRR, and the maximum temperature, and (b) the mean mass fractions of OH, 

CO, HO 2 , and H 2 O 2 for Cases 8 and 9. In order to display in the same scale, the 

mean mass fractions of H 2 O 2 and HO 2 species are increased by a factor of 8 and 

100, respectively. 

Fig. 14. Isocontours of temperature (top) and HRR (bottom) for Cases 8 and 9 at 

3.6 ms (3 °CA ATDC). 

even after 3 °CA ATDC. As mentioned earlier, this temperature is not 

high enough to trigger the HTC. Moreover, the mean temperature 

and pressure of the fuel/air charge continuously decrease after the 

TDC due to the expansion without significant heat release from the 

charge, which ultimately leads to the misfire. 

To further identify the effect of temperature drop by the i -C 8 H 18 

injection, the instantaneous isocontours of HRR for Cases 8 and 9 

at 3.6 ms are shown in Fig. 14 . It is readily observed that for Case 

8, the HRR from nascent ignition kernels becomes very weak and 
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their corresponding local temperatures are much less than 10 0 0 K 

such that the conversion of the ITC to the HTC cannot occur. On 

the contrary, for Case 9, the HRR from ignition kernels becomes 

high enough and most of the corresponding local temperatures are 

greater than 10 0 0 K such that the HTC can successfully take over 

from the ITC as the main chemistry in the ignition kernels, even- 

tually leading to a success of combustion. 

These results indicate that a successful development of the 

second-stage ignition in the DDFS combustion highly depends on 

the degree of temperature drop by the late i -C 8 H 18 injection. In 

RCCI engine experiments, Kokjohn et al. [64] observed a small drop 

of the mean pressure and temperature by a late direct injection, 

which is actually less than those in the present study. This is be- 

cause in reality, the directly-injected fuel can occupy only a part of 

the engine cylinder such that the overall temperature and pressure 

drop is less than that considered in the present DNS configuration. 

In fact, the temperature drop in the present DNSs with a limited 

domain size represents that in a region where i -C 8 H 18 fuel is di- 

rectly injected. 

5. Conclusions 

The ignition characteristics of lean PRF/air/EGR mixture under 

the DDFS and RCCI conditions were investigated by 2-D DNSs with 

a 116-species reduced mechanism. The 2-D DNSs of the DDFS com- 

bustion were performed by varying the injection timing of i -C 8 H 18 

with a pseudo- iso -octane model which was newly developed to 

mimic the timing, duration, and cooling effects of the direct injec- 

tion of i -C 8 H 18 onto a premixed background charge of PRF/air/EGR 

mixture. A novel compression heating model was also incorporated 

in the DNSs to account for the compression heating and expansion 

cooling effects of the piston motion in an engine cylinder. 

It was found that under high-pressure conditions, the RCCI 

combustion occurs very fast with an excessive HRR due to the 

dominance of the spontaneous ignition while the DDFS combustion 

exhibits much lower peak HRR and longer combustion duration re- 

gardless of the fuel-injection timing because of the sequential in- 

jection of i -C 8 H 18 . It was also found that the ignition delay of the 

DDFS combustion features a non-monotonic behavior with increas- 

ing fuel-injection timing. This is primarily attributed to the evapo- 

ration cooling effect of the directly-injected i -C 8 H 18 on the LTC, ITC, 

and HTC of the PRF oxidation, which is determined by the injection 

timing relative to the first- and second-stage ignition of the base- 

line case. Especially when i -C 8 H 18 is delivered during the second- 

stage ignition, the injection rate of i -C 8 H 18 can directly control its 

consumption rate due to the highly-reactive HTC, which in turn 

manipulates the rate and peak of heat release of the main com- 

bustion. It was further identified from the budget and Damköhler 

number analyses that although a mixed combustion mode of both 

deflagration and spontaneous ignition exists during the early phase 

of the DDFS combustion, the spontaneous ignition becomes pre- 

dominant for the main DDFS combustion, and hence, the spread- 

out of HRR in the DDFS combustion is solely determined by the di- 

rect injection process of i -C 8 H 18 . Finally, a misfire was observed in 

the DDFS combustion when the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 occurs 

during the ITC regime between the first- and second-stage ignition. 

This is mainly because the temperature drop induced by the direct 

injection of i -C 8 H 18 prevents the main ITC reactions from induc- 

ing the HTC even after the TDC, and hence, the main combustion 

related to the HTC fails to occur. 

These results demonstrate that the DDFS combustion can allow 

a precise control of the combustion phasing and the peak HRR 

by adjusting the injection timing of i -C 8 H 18 . Moreover, the rate 

and duration of the main DDFS combustion can effectively be con- 

trolled when the direct injection of i -C 8 H 18 occurs during the HTC 

regime. 
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